RULES FOR BAD BEAT QUALIFICATIONS































In Texas Hold ‘Em, the Bad Beat Hand and the Winning hand must use both cards in their hand
(hole cards) which are not community cards and:
If Aces full, one must be an Ace;
If Kings full, one must be a King;
If Queens full, one must be a Queen;
If Jacks full, one must be a Jack;
If Tens full, one must be a Ten;
If Nines full, one must be a Nine;
If 4‐of‐a‐Kind, must be a pocket pair.
Posted Bad Beat hand must be beat by another hand on a table designated as a Bad Beat game.
The Bad Beat Hand must contain Nines full of Jacks or better. The Bad Beat hand must also use both
hole cards. If the Bad Beat hand is a Four‐of‐a‐Kind, the player must have a pocket pair. Player must
use both hole cards and three community cards in the best five card poker combination. Bad Beat
distributions are as follows:
Any 4‐of‐a‐kind or better pays $20,000;
Aces full of Jacks through Aces full of Kings pays $7,500;
Kings full of Deuces through Aces full of Tens pays $1,000;
Queens full of Deuces through Queens full of Aces pays $750;
Jacks full of Deuces through Jacks full of Aces pays $500;
Nines full of Jacks through Tens full of Aces pays $300;
Note: Payment will be made only to qualifying Bad Beat hand winner, resulting in a single
payout at a Bad Beat eligible table.
As the primary jackpot increases, the Bad Beat payment distribution will be allocated as follows:
Bad Beat Payout Fund less than $150,000 – Single Payouts;
Bad Beat Payout Fund greater than $150,000 but less than $250,000 – Payouts Double;
Bad Beat Payout Fund greater than $250,000 – Payouts Triple.
There must be at least the posted minimum of twenty dollars ($20) in the pot for all Bad Beat
giveaways.
There must be a specific number of players per game before the jackpot can be awarded:
There must be at least four (4) players at the start of the hand.
There must be two (2) or more players at the end of the hand.
The four (4) players must have played a minimum of one hand and do not have a missed blind button.
The decision of the Poker Supervisor is final.
MULTIPLE QUALIFYING HANDS
In the event that multiple Bad Beat or Special Hands jackpot winners are called at the same time on
different games, surveillance will be notified and the hands will be paid in the order they were
commenced. Pushing the green light button on the shuffler will constitute the beginning of a hand or
if allowed to hand shuffle, it will be determined by the cutting of the cards. Guidelines for the paying
of multiple qualifying hands are as follows:
Paying multiple qualifying Special Hands hands:
 The first hand to begin will be eligible for their applicable prize payment; and



Subsequent level qualifying hands will be ineligible for a prize payment as only one payment per hand
type is paid each quarter.
 Paying multiple qualifying Bad Beat hands:
 At different tables, regardless of the payout level, all hands that qualify will be paid for that
payout level;
 At the same table, at different payout levels, all hands will be paid accordingly; or
 At the same table, at the same payout level, the qualifying hands will split the payout
evenly.
Other restrictions may apply; see the players club for details and official rules. Management reserves the right to cancel or
change promotion at any time. Must be 21 years or older to participate and be a players club member. Persons ineligible to
game or who are excluded from Lumière Place Casino are ineligible. Gambling problem? Call 1‐888‐BETSOFF. ©2014 Casino One
Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

